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INTEREST OF AMICI CURIAE 1 
 

Amici listed in the appendix are constitutional law and federal jurisdiction 

scholars with expertise in the separation of powers. Amici join together in this case 

out of a shared belief that Section 324 of the Fiscal Responsibility Act of 2023, 

Public Law 118-5, § 324, 137 Stat. 10, 47-48 (2023) (FRA), infringes the power of the 

Judiciary and is therefore in direct, irreconcilable tension with core separation-of-

powers principles, including those articulated in United States v. Klein, 80 U.S. (13 

Wall.) 128 (1872). 

  

 
1 No counsel for a party authored this brief in whole or in part, and no counsel, party, or other person 
made a monetary contribution intended to fund the preparation or submission of this brief. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

Section 324 of the Fiscal Responsibility Act of 2023 has one purpose only: to 

pick a winner in and dispose of pending cases before the courts. Because “Congress 

has ‘no judicial powers’ to render judgment ‘directly,’ it likewise cannot do so 

indirectly, by ‘direct[ing] . . . a court to find a judgment in a certain way.’” Patchak 

v. Zinke, 138 S. Ct. 897, 916 (2018) (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (alteration in original) 

(quoting United States v. Sioux Nation, 448, U.S. 371, 398 (1980)). That is precisely 

the usurpation of the judicial power Congress has undertaken here. 

Not since the law struck down in Klein has a statute contained such 

pernicious elements to work an unconstitutional end. Section 324: applies to 

particular pending cases; possesses both an operative provision ratifying federal 

actions and a jurisdiction-stripping provision; supplies no new substantive legal 

standards for a court to administer; strips jurisdiction over claims by certain parties 

only; and directs that the government prevails. See FRA § 324. A line must be 

drawn. 

While courts must necessarily tread with extreme care before deeming a law 

unconstitutional for commandeering the judicial power, Section 324 presents just 

such a transgression. The Fourth Circuit thus acted well within its power to 

maintain the status quo by issuing the stays. This Court should deny the 

application and allow the judicial process below to proceed so that the Fourth 

Circuit may determine its own jurisdiction, rule on the motions to dismiss, and 

adjudicate the underlying petitions. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. An Act of Congress Violates the Separation of Powers When It Directs the 
Result in Pending Litigation Without Amending Substantive Law. 
 
If the constitutional structure separating the legislative power from the 

judicial is to mean something, it is that there is a line between making laws and 

applying them. Bank Markazi v. Peterson, 578 U.S. 212, 225 (2016) (“Congress, no 

doubt, may not usurp a court’s power to interpret and apply the law to . . . 

particular cases[.]” (citation and internal quotation marks omitted)). It is the 

Judiciary’s role—not Congress’s—to say where that line is. Moore v. Harper, No. 21-

1271, 600 U.S. __ (2023), slip op. at 12 (citing Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 

Cranch) 137, 177 (1803)). 

The dispute over whether Section 324 of the Fiscal Responsibility Act of 2023 

transgresses this Court’s constitutional power thus matters a great deal, for 

“however difficult it may be to discern the line between the Legislative and Judicial 

Branches, the entire constitutional enterprise depends on there being such a line.” 

Bank Markazi, 578 U.S. at 249 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting). 

Cutting through the fog from Klein to Patchak is the core principle that 

Congress may not reach into a pending case and choose the government as the 

winner without amending substantive law.2 To be sure, the line should not easily be 

crossed, see Fletcher v. Peck, 10 U.S. (6 Cranch) 87, 128 (1810), lest the Judiciary 

invade the Legislature’s lawmaking territory. But ensuring that the indispensable 

 
2 Klein, 80 U.S. at 146; see Patchak, 138 S. Ct. at 905 (plurality opinion); Bank Markazi, 578 U.S. at 
228; Robertson v. Seattle Audubon Soc’y, 503 U.S. 429, 436 (1992). 
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separation between lawmaking and adjudicating retains more than a formalistic 

veil compels the conclusion that, under Klein and its lineage, Section 324 falls on 

the unconstitutional side of that line. 

A. Klein’s progeny affirm its core holding prohibiting Congress from
dictating who prevails in pending cases without amending underlying
law.

In Klein, the Supreme Court reviewed a Reconstruction statute passed while 

Klein’s case was pending. Contrary to previous law, practice, and ruling, the law 

deemed a pardon “conclusive evidence” that the claimant had been disloyal to the 

United States, directing that “on proof of such pardon . . . the jurisdiction of the 

court shall cease, and the court shall forthwith dismiss the suit of such claimant.” 

Act of July 12, 1870, § 1, 16 Stat. 230, 235; Klein, 80 U.S. at 143–44. 

The Court struck down the law, determining Congress had “passed the limit 

which separates the legislative from the judicial power.” Klein, 80 U.S. at 147. The 

law crossed that forbidden line because the law was, at bottom, “a means to an end” 

and “prescribe[d] a rule of decision of a cause in a particular way . . . to the Judicial 

Department . . . in [a] case[] pending before it” without creating any “new 

circumstances” under the legislation. Id. at 146–47. The Court was particularly 

troubled by “allowing one party to the controversy to decide it in its own favor.” Id. 

at 146. The Court later sharpened this element of Klein’s holding as Congress being 

prohibited from commanding “the courts to decide a controversy in the 

Government’s favor.” Sioux Nation of Indians, 448 U.S. at 404 (emphasis added). 
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 Klein’s proscription is best seen as an exception to the rule established earlier 

in United States v. Schooner Peggy, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 103 (1801), that Congress 

holds substantial power to change the law applicable to a pending case. See Evan C. 

Zoldan, The Vanishing Core of Judicial Independence, 21 Nev. L. J. 531, 552–53, 

565 (2021). Chief Justice Marshall explained: “if subsequent to the judgment and 

before the decision of the appellate court, a law intervenes and positively changes 

the rule which governs, the law must be obeyed, or its obligation denied.” Schooner 

Peggy at 110. Klein clarified that a statute directing who wins in a pending case 

without amending the underlying law fails to “positively change” the governing 

rule. Cf. Klein 80 U.S. at 146–47 (distinguishing Pennsylvania v. Wheeling & 

Belmont Bridge Co., 59 U.S. (18 How.) 421 (1855), which left the Court “to apply its 

ordinary rules to the new circumstances created” by the amended law). In this light, 

the lineage of Klein shows that, while this exception is rare, the Court has 

continuously affirmed the essentiality of there being such a line.  

 Consider Robertson. There, a statutory provision mandated that 

management of certain forests under two of the new law’s provisions was “adequate 

consideration for the purpose of meeting the statutory requirements that [we]re the 

basis for” two pending suits. Robertson, 503 U.S. at 437. On its face, the provision 

appeared to violate Klein by deciding live cases. But the Court concluded the 

statute supplied new law. Previously, “claims would fail only if the challenged 

[timber] harvesting violated none of five old provisions.” Under the new standards, 

“claims would fail if the harvesting violated neither of two new provisions.” Id. at 
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438. Courts were left their adjudicatory function of applying the new substantive 

standards to pending and future cases. Though the statute had the effect of 

eliminating the legal basis for two pending suits, it did not offend—and the Court 

affirmed—Klein’s core prohibition on “compel[ling] . . . findings or results under old 

law.” Id. 

 In Bank Markazi, a suit in which the government was not a party, the 

statute directed the outcome for terrorist victims, allowing satisfaction of judgments 

against Iran’s central bank. But the Court upheld the law because it reasoned the 

challenged statute provided new legal standards to apply “to undisputed facts.” 

Bank Markazi, 578 U.S. at 213, 218–19. Rather than simply directing a result based 

on a rule of decision, the statute’s new substantive law left “plenty” for courts to 

“adjudicate,” such as defining crucial terms, determining whether the bank owned 

the assets, and ascertaining the assets’ location.3 Id. at 230 n.20. 

Bank Markazi clarified, however, that a violation occurs not because a 

statute “le[aves] too little for courts to do, but because it attempt[s] to direct the 

result without altering the legal standards.” Id. at 228. Though what is left to the 

courts may offer clues as to Congressional overreach—hence the Court explaining 

the statute left “plenty” to “adjudicate”—the central inquiry is whether a statute 

has provided new substantive legal standards for courts to apply. 

 
3 Further animating the decision, the statute was “an exercise of congressional authority regarding 
foreign affairs, a domain in which the controlling role of the political branches is both necessary and 
proper.” Id. at 234. 
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Patchak tested the outer bounds of what qualifies as requisite new standards. 

In the process, it revealed a key distinction between the Act at issue in Klein and 

those subsequently upheld. 

Until Patchak, the statute in Klein was unique among the laws the Court 

had considered. The law at issue in Klein contained two suspect provisions: an 

operative provision, mandating a pardon be proof of disloyalty; and an express 

jurisdiction-stripping provision. 

The statute in Patchak contained a similar structure: an operative provision, 

ratifying the government’s decision to take certain property into trust; and one 

perceived as jurisdiction-stripping. Patchak, 138 S. Ct. at 904–06. 

The case splintered the bench. 

Writing for a plurality, Justice Thomas reiterated Klein’s restriction on 

compelling “findings or results under old law.” Patchak, 138 S. Ct. at 905 (plurality 

opinion). The plurality opined that the jurisdiction-stripping provision was 

constitutional because it effectively worked a “change in law” applicable to “a 

particular class of cases”—those related to the property at issue. Id. at 909–10. Two 

Justices concurred in the judgment. Id. at 912–13 (Ginsburg, J., concurring in the 

judgment); id. at 913–14 (Sotomayor, J., concurring in the judgment). Three 

Justices dissented, reasoning that the statute violated Klein because Congress had 

“manipulate[d] jurisdictional rules to decide the outcome of a particular pending 

case.” Id. at 919–20 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting). 
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While the Court upheld the statute in Patchak, no rationale garnered a 

majority. Nearly all Justices agreed, however, that Klein’s core command 

prohibiting Congress from compelling an outcome in pending litigation under old 

law held fast.4 

B. Principles from the Klein line of cases reveal whether a statute
violates the separation of powers.

The Klein line of cases teaches that the question is not whether Congress can 

cross the line to take for itself the Judiciary’s core adjudicatory function—it 

cannot—but when does it do so. “The disagreements in Patchak” are “about nothing 

less important than the line between the judicial and legislative powers.” Zoldan, 

supra, at 560. Several factors emerge that, if present, strongly suggest a statute 

violates Klein. 

Foremost, the statute applies to particular pending cases. See, e.g. , Klein, 80 

U.S. at 146. Second, the law contains both an operative provision—such as the one 

in Patchak ratifying the agency’s decision—and a jurisdiction-stripping provision. 

Compare Patchak, 138 S. Ct. at 904 n.2 (containing both provisions5 and garnering 

no majority opinion), and Klein, 80 U.S. at 142–46 (striking down a statute with 

both provisions), with Bank Markazi, 578 U.S. at 218 (upholding a statute with only 

an operative provision), and Robertson, 503 U.S. at 434–35 (same). Third, the 

provisions purporting to change the law are mere “fig leaves” and supply no new 

substantive legal standards for courts to administer. See, e.g. , Bank Markazi, 

4 See Patchak, 138 S. Ct. at 905 (plurality opinion); id. at 911–12 (Breyer, J., concurring); id. at 913–
14 (Sotomayor, J., concurring in the judgment); id. at 914–22 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting). 
5 Patchak did not challenge the constitutionality of the ratification provision. 
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578 U.S. at 224, 247. Fourth, the jurisdiction-stripping provision is asymmetrical, 

meaning, effectively, that courts lack jurisdiction over claims by certain parties 

only. Compare Klein, 80 U.S. at 142–46 (striking down a statute that was 

asymmetrical (or one-sided), i.e., it stripped jurisdiction over suits brought by a 

pardoned claimant only, not suits brought by the government), with Patchak, 138 S. 

Ct. 897 at 904 (upholding a statute, with no majority opinion, that was symmetrical 

(or neutral), i.e., it withdrew jurisdiction over an action brought by any party). 

Fifth, the government is a party. See, e.g., Klein, 80 U.S. at 146. And, finally, the 

statute directs that the government prevails. See, e.g., id. 

A statute containing only some of these factors may run afoul of the 

separation of powers. One that contains all—such as the law in Klein—signals 

forcefully that Congress has usurped a court’s distinct power to interpret and apply 

the law. 

II. Section 324 of the Fiscal Responsibility Act of 2023 Violates Klein. 

Section 324 of the Fiscal Responsibility Act of 2023 checks all factors Klein 

proscribes. 

First, the statute applies to those particular cases pending as of the law’s 

enactment. It matters not that there are three pending cases, which, nonetheless, 

all challenge the same project by the same entity. The statute in Klein likewise 

implicated more than a single case. See, e.g., Patchak, 138 S. Ct. at 917 (Roberts, 

C.J., dissenting). And Bank Markazi instructs that it’s not the number of pending
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cases that matters but whether the statute directs the result in particular pending 

cases without altering the legal standards. 578 U.S. at 228. 

Next, as in Klein  , the law contains an operative provision—Section 

324(c)(1)—and a jurisdiction-stripping provision—Section (e)(1). 

Third, neither provision supplies new substantive legal standards for courts 

to interpret and apply. The determinations that the statute in Bank Markazi 

required were more than mere “fig leaves,” substantively changing the underlying 

law. Id. at 224. Not so with Section 324(c)(1). It simply “ratifies” all federal 

approvals for a single project.6 Ratification of pre-existing federal approvals does 

not amend the several underlying existing laws at issue. Quite the opposite. It 

confirms those existing approvals irrespective of whether they violate the 

underlying laws, leaving courts no new law to apply, nor any adjudicatory function 

to perform. 

True, one could argue that Section 324(c)(1) permits a court to ask whether 

the challenge is against a federal approval of the project. But how is that any more 

than a fig leaf? Even the Court’s example of a law declaring “Smith wins,” which 

would infringe Article III, could be read to leave room for a court to determine 

whether the case before it deals with Smith and which party Smith is. But this 

exercise would constitute nothing more than empty formalism indeed, obliterating 

the line between lawmaking and adjudicating. 

6 Nor does Section 324(c)(2) create new substantive law. It merely directs federal agencies to 
“maintain” the approvals already ratified by Section 324(c)(1). Section 324(f) is but a blanket 
superseding clause similar to Section 324(c)’s “notwithstanding” clause. 
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But to make certain this Court could not exercise even this empty power, to 

gild the lily, Congress stripped jurisdiction to hear any challenge to federal 

approvals under Section 324(e)(1), “including any lawsuit pending in a court as of 

the date of enactment.” Because there is no question that these pending cases 

challenge such federal approvals, the effect is to compel a specific judicial result 

without even the opportunity to adjudicate how any purported “new” law bears on 

the merits, crossing the line from validly “tell[ing] th[is] [C]ourt[] what classes of 

cases [it] may decide” to invalidly “prescrib[ing] . . . how [it] decide[s] th[ese] cases.” 

Arlington v. FCC  , 569 U.S. 290, 297 (2013) (citations omitted). 

The Court’s Klein analysis could stop there. But to be sure the Act was 

unmistakably about picking the winner, Congress went further to lay bare its 

seizure of the Judiciary’s distinct Article III power. Section 324(e)(1) strips 

jurisdiction asymmetrically—not seen since the invalid provision in Klein . Courts 

lack jurisdiction solely over those challenges to federal agencies’ “grant[ing]  ” an 

action or “issu[ing]  ” an approval needed for “construction and initial operation at 

full capacity of the Mountain Valley Pipeline,” but not denying an action. This 

means a challenge could be brought against permit denial  , while the petitioner does 

not enjoy the same benefit challenging permit approval  . 

Finally, the government is a party to this suit, meaning the net effect is that 

the statute allows the government “to decide [the case] in its own favor,” Klein  , 80 

U.S. at 146, without any analysis by this Court, Bank Markazi  , 578 U.S. at 225. 
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Section 324 is thus completely coextensive with the unconstitutional statute in 

Klein. 

Should Section 324 stand, “[h]ereafter, with this Court’s seal of approval, 

Congress can unabashedly pick the winners and losers in particular pending cases.” 

Id. at 251 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting). 
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     CONCLUSION 

 For these reasons, amici respectfully submit that the application to vacate 

the stays and the petition for writ of mandamus should be denied. 

DATED: July 25, 2023 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Layla Hughes 
Layla Hughes 
909 Goldbelt Ave 
Juneau, AK 99801 
Telephone: +1 303 518-4211 
Email: laylahughes@laylahughes.com

Counsel for Amici Curiae 
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